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Starting point
Control
Death benefit agreements
Binding DBN
Reversionary pensions
Corporate Trustee Shareholding
Superannuation proceeds trusts

Flexibility
Non binding DBN
Death benefit pensions

Key structuring issues
Corporate vs. Individual
Trustees

Loss of capacity for
SMSF Trustees

Membership of the fund
– are they or aren’t
they?

Shareholding of the
Corporate Trustee

Death benefit
arrangements

Death benefit
nomination vs. Will

Reversionary pension vs.
Testamentary trust

Death benefit
nomination vs.
Reversionary pension

NO PAPERWORK
AT ALL

Key structuring issues
• Tying all documentation together and making sure all
arrangements align is absolutely essential!
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Death benefit nominations
Reversionary pensions
Corporate trustee shareholding (divisibility of shareholding?)
Clients Will
Powers of attorney
Legal personal representatives
Successor Directors?
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Types of death benefit nominations
Non binding
nomination

Binding
nomination

Non lapsing
nomination

Death benefit
agreement / rules

Suggests to trustees
who should receive
super

Nominates who should
receive super

Remains in place until
amended or updated

Written into the Trust
Deed

Trustee retains ultimate
control

Binds trustee to carry
out wishes

Needs to be regularly
reviewed for
appropriateness

Provides greatest
control

Deed requirements on
currency

Deed requirements on
currency

Does deed actually
allow

Provides flexibility and
layering

Provides flexibility but
can result in unintended
outcomes

Needs to be regularly
reviewed for
appropriateness

Does deed actually
allow

Needs to be regularly
reviewed for validity

Types of death benefit nominations
Non binding
nomination

Binding
nomination

Non lapsing
nomination

Death benefit
agreement / rules

Suggests to trustees
who should receive
super

Nominates who should
receive super

Remains in place until
amended or updated

Written into the Trust
Deed

trustee to carry
to be regularly
Provides greatest
WhatBinds
does
trustNeeds
deed
allow?
out wishes
reviewed for
control
appropriateness
What
does
trust
deed require?
Deed requirements
on
Deed requirements
on
Provides flexibility and
Trustee remains
ultimate control

currency

currency

Provides flexibility but
can result in unintended
outcomes

Needs to be regularly
reviewed for
appropriateness

layering

Needs to be regularly
reviewed for validity

Legislation & Rules for SMSF’s
• SIS Regulation 6.17A & SIS Section 59(1A): SMSFs not
automatically bound by:
– 3 year rule
– Renewal processes

• SMSFD 2008/3
• BUT check trust deed and other paperwork?
– PDS, Pension documents
– Specific requirements or rules?
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Do you prepare DBN’s for your clients?
• Recent case: Accountant
– Prepared the DBN for the client ‐ incorrectly ‐ and
hence invalid!
– Nominated person not happy that other provisions
were not made for them (Estate etc.)
– Accountant in serious trouble for negligence!
• SMSF establishment: What do you do?
• SMSF review: What do you do?

Who can be listed on a DBN?
• Clients can not use a DBN to nominate anyone they
like!
–
–
–
–
–

Spouse (de‐facto, same sex etc.)
Child
Interdependent
Financial dependents
Legal personal representative (trustee of deceased estate)

ALWAYS check the Trust Deed wording requirements

Paperwork & processes align with Deed?
• Often overlooked with serious consequences!
– Munro vs. Munro
– Who prepared the paperwork?
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Case Study: Munro v. Munro
Munro v Munro
Blended Family – Executors of Mr Munro’s Will were his two daughters from
a previous marriage and Mrs Munro
Mrs Munro and her daughter (unrelated to Mr Munro) were appointed
T t
Trustees
off th
the SMSF
SMSF Trust Deed required Binding Nomination to be made only in favour
of: ‘dependants’ or Mr Munro’s ‘legal personal representative’
If not satisfied, Trustee not bound by Nomination and can pay benefits at
their discretion subject to Trust Deed and Superannuation law
Binding Nomination specified the beneficiary as ‘Trustee of Deceased Estate’
instead  INVALID
MistryFallahi

How many “Munro’s” do you have currently in
your firm now? Should you be reviewing or
have someone review existing arrangements?
Make sure that no new “Munro’s” find their
wayy into yyour firm!
Make sure that key staff are aware of these
issues! Who actually fills in forms, pushes the
buttons or prepares paperwork?

Paperwork & processes align with Deed?
• Will the right people be making the decisions when the client is
no longer around? Has this been disclosed in the correct
documents AND covered off properly?
• Will the right people control the fund when members pass?

• Ioppolo vs. Conti
– What action needs to occur!

• Katz vs. Grossman
– Where will control be and will the clients wishes be met?
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Case Study: SMSF and Binding
Death Benefit Nominations
Ioppolo v Conti [2015] WASCA 45
SMSF trust deed providing that unless a BDBN in place, death benefits are to be
paid at the trustee’s absolute discretion (common provision in SMSF deeds).
No BDBN left, but the deceased’s will expressed that her entitlements in the
SMSF were to be paid to children and no SMSF death benefit to be paid to the
husband.
Husband left as sole trustee of SMSF, and had power to appoint new trustee.
Husband sets up trustee company to be appointed as new trustee of SMSF and
purports to distribute all of the death benefit to himself leaving none to children.
Issue: Children were executors of the deceased’s will claiming that:
They were trustees of the SMSF by virtue of their appointment as legal
personal representative of the deceased.
MistryFallahi

Case Study: SMSF and Binding
Death Benefit Nominations
Issue: (continued)
SMSF trustee’s “absolute discretion” (according to the Deed) was not an
absolute discretion.
Lessons to learn:
Unless explicitly stated, the SMSF trust deed will not automatically appoint
the executor of the will as trustee or legal
g ppersonal representative
p
of the
SMSF.
SMSF trust deed may give an absolute discretion to a trustee, but the trustee
must exercise its power in good faith, upon real and genuine consideration
and in accordance with the purpose that the discretion was conferred.
The will does not automatically cover superannuation proceeds.

MistryFallahi

Katz vs. Grossman
• Father (the deceased) was survived by Daughter & Son.
Deceased wanted 50/50 distribution of assets
• Daughter controlled SMSF post Fathers death as she was
appointed trustee when her mother passed away some 5 years
earlier
• As trustee, she (and her husband whom she appointed as 2nd
trustee on her Fathers death) decided to pay all benefits to her
and none to brother
• Court said she could legally do this
• Key considerations: Control of fund post death, Valid death
benefit nominations in place
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Specific client issue:
Business Real Property

Business Real Property
Specific client issue
• What if BRP where clients business is being run is held in a
SMSF? Common?
• What if client has a DBN in place requiring lump sum death
benefit (or has nothing in place) and spouse wants lump sum?
• BRP needs to be sold?
• What happens to Business when they no longer have
premises to run from? What if the business can not relocate?
Have all bases covered

Reversionary Pensions
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Reversionary pensions
• Pension continues to be paid to nominated recipient
– Can only be paid to a spouse and minor children

• Can usually only nominate one person as recipient
– What if no spouse and multiple children?

• Can usually only cover one pension
– Make sure all pensions are considered where relevant

• If refreshing pensions (stop / start) make sure that new
documentation is put in place
• WILL become more popular if budget proposals ($1.6M
pension cap) goes ahead

Reversionary pensions
• What does the trust deed and other paperwork
require?
– Do you “buy in” trust deeds and other legal documents?
– Do they align?

• Do you use a “tick the box” approach to reversionary
pension applications and documents? Will this stack
up or should you have other documents in place?
What does the deed say?

Bring in the experts!
• Include legal Adviser
– What you have in place, especially reversionary
pensions, is in line with the clients overall Estate
Planning objectives!
• That one piece of paper can unravel ALL existing plans

• Don’t try and do EVERYTHING yourself
– You need experts to assist in some areas
– Get this off your “Risk List”
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Real life client experience
• UHNW client with “many” specific family issues to consider
– 2nd marriage, children from each, and “issues” with some of these kids

• Extensive estate planning was implemented – money
considered to be well spent!
– Testamentary trusts etc.
etc to manage clients needs together with other
estate planning strategies

• Client changed Accountants who insisted on Reversionary
Pensions for ALL clients!
• Client passed away – now with reversionary pension in place
– None of the proposed estate planning structures could be used!
– None of the Super balance found its way into the Estate

Capacity

Loss of capacity
• SIS issues:
– Loss of capacity can result in no longer being able to act as
Trustee of Director
• But may not remove the client as a SMSF member

– SIS s17A issue as not all members are Trustees or Directors
– Could be resolved by granting an Enduring Power of
Attorney (EPOA) that may allow that person to act. Not
automatic appointment!
EVERY SMSF CLIENT SHOULD HAVE AN EPOA IN PLACE!
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Assessing capacity
• What can you do?
• What should you do?
• What if the right documents needed when
capacity
i is
i lost
l are not in
i place?
l ?
• Could a Will be contested if level of capacity at
the time of preparing is questioned?

Case Study 4:
Testamentary Capacity
Do you have the requisite testamentary capacity to make a Will?
In Docking v Schwarzkopf [2015] SASC 18:
The deceased drafted and duly executed two Wills in 1989 and 2007 respectively.
In 1989, the deceased had mental capacity, by 2007, the deceased had dementia
and lacked capacity.
Issue: Did the testator have testamentary capacity to execute the 2007 Will?
Banks v Goodfellow test: whether the testator understands the nature of the
testamentary act and its effects and the extent of property he is disposing and his
ability to comprehend and appreciate the claims which he ought to give effect.
Finding: The testator executed with formalities under the Wills Act 1936 (WA),
and so the presumption applied that the testator had requisite capacity. However,
evidence to the contrary established that the deceased lacked capacity at the
time of making the 2007 Will.
MistryFallahi

Why so many Estates are
contested!
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Family provision claims and
Factors to consider
Family Provision Claims have been increasing nationally.
What is a Family Provision Claim?
Claims made to the Court to obtain a family provision order under
section 59 of the Succession Act 2006 (NSW).
Who mayy make a claim?
“Eligible persons” under section 57 Succession Act 2006 (NSW):
Surviving wife/husband
De factos
Children of the deceased
Former partners
Persons who are dependant (wholly or partly) on the deceased
Persons who live in a close personal relationship with the deceased
at the time of their death.
MistryFallahi

Family provision claims and
Factors to consider
Thinking about your own circumstances:
Registered Proprietors

Location of Assets
(interstate/overseas)

Joint Tenancy vs Tenancy in
Common

Superannuation (BDBNs)

Life Insurance

Discretionary Trusts

Unit Trusts

Sole traders

Partnerships

Private Companies

Loans to a Company or Trust

Business Interests
(shareholding/directorship)

Factors to consider:
Previous Will?

Any POA or EG?

Future mental
capacity?

Past or current
medical issues?

Change of names and
relationships?

Financial and personal
circumstances?

Special needs of
children and
dependants?

Reviewing legal
documentation for
interests and assets

Restrictions (Family
Court Orders, BFAs)

Transfer or purchase of
assets?

Testamentary
intentions and wishes

MistryFallahi

Superannuation Proceeds
Trusts
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Reviewing the SMSF Trust Deed
Life Insurance and Superannuation Proceeds Trusts (‘SPT’)
Trust established solely to receive super proceeds on death of a fund member.
Reason: ITAA97 – super death benefit paid to a dependant as a lump sum is not
assessable income.
Separate SPT means that a Will can be drafted flexibly.
Things
g to look out for in the SMSF Trust Deed:
Statutory compliant

Strict compliance

Consistency

Legal Compliance

Legal advice

Enduring Power of Attorney (‘EPOA’) section 17A(3) of the SIS Act:
Where a member has been granted an EPOA, then the SMSF may comply with
section 17A of SIS Act, by the attorney becoming the trustee or director in place of
the member of the SMSF.
In the absence of the EPOA, the member’s benefit must leave the fund as a benefit
payment or a roll out.
MistryFallahi

Will “Wording”

Ageing client base?
• What if clients Adviser / Accountant is listed in
clients Will as being the “go‐to” person?
– Assists in building relationships with next
generation: They will need to call upon you
– Would in most cases give more favourable
outcomes for the client and their beneficiaries as
you KNOW the client best!
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Wrap Up!

Wrap up
• Each client will be different but a process needs to be in place!
• Estate planning needs to be considered for all clients – not just
older clients!
• Make sure that all paperwork “ties together” and is compliant
with deed requirements
• Consider what we have covered when establishing the SMSF and
make sure the client sees this as an ongoing issue
• Bring in experts!

Contacts
Bhavesh Mistry
Mistry Fallahi Lawyers & Business Advisors

T: +61 2 8094 1247
F: +61 2 8094 1249
E: bhavesh@mistryfallahi.com.au
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